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Ferrari granulati Marmi has been operating
in the marble chips and powder sector since 1986.
Our passion for marble together with our experience
and technical expertise has allowed the company
to grow continuously both in terms of business and technology.

Our products are used in diverse fields.
Our goal is to provide our clients with all the technical
assistance and collaboration they need to select the types
of services that best meet their requirements.
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The next few years will be full of changes
and new challenges. We will keep facing them with
all our commitment and passion to ensure that
our products will always meet your full satisfaction.

The Company

Below is a short list of the many innovations that have made
us grow and improved our range of products.

1986 Acquisition of the firm “Menegolli Cav. Marcello”

1994 First automatic packaging line for 50 and 25 kg bags

1996 Launch of the innovative component mixing service

1998 Full renovation of the coloured material grinding plant

2000 Second automatic packaging line for 25 and 10 kg bags

2001 Installation of the marble chips cleaning system

2003 Development of the VirtualTerrazzo simulation
 software by Maticad

2006 New calcium carbonate micronization system

2009 Implementation of the optoelectronic sorting system
 for Bianco Carrara

2016 New system for calcium carbonate with recomposed
 grain-size distribution curve

… Shortly, we’ll introduce a new technology for large
 surface flooring



Ferrari Granulati has always
paid special attention to its products.
Efficient, high-quality production has 
always been our top priority.

Over the years, we have selected the 
best types of marble in terms of quality 
and availability to provide one of the 
richest and most reliable ranges of 
products that the market has to offer.
Take a look at the Materials 
section to find images and technical 
information about each available 
material.

We provide a vast range of grain sizes. 
Our technologies – from grinding
to sieving – allow us to provide,
for some materials, up to 16 grain 
sizes from 15 microns to 80 mm. 
Head over to the grain sizes
section to view them all.

the colour range is practically
infinite using our mixed materials.
In our Mixtures section, you can find 
several suggestions. Your imagination
and creativity is the limit.

Our Products



Such a rich offering of materials, grain sizes, and mixtures can only result in 
excellent products used with brilliant results in industries, construction, 
agriculture, as well as in decorative and artistic applications.
Head over to our Applications section to take a look.

The rational use of materials is often linked to the possibility
of having suitable packaging for the purpose.
In the Packaging section, you will find all the packaging
options for our products.
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Over the years, Ferrari Granulati
has selected the best types of marble 
in terms of quality and availability
to provide one of the richest
and most reliable ranges
of products that the market
has to offer.

You can choose among a vast array
of materials and grain sizes knowing 
that you can rely on grinding, sieving, 
and packaging quality.

One of our materials that stands
out for its quality and whiteness 
extra white.

Materials

Arabescato Rosso

Bianco Verona Botticino

Bardiglio

Extra White

Bianco Carrara Breccia Pernice

Nero Ebano

Grigio Carnico

Rosso Levanto 



Giallo Oro (Mori)

Grigio Venato

Orientale

Rosso Verona

Giallo Siena

Marron Prugna

Rosa Corallo Iride

OcchialinoVerde Alpi
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Grain Sizes
Our grain sizes range from powders
to N. 6 (16-21 mm).
Even larger sizes are available
for some materials.

This means that you can choose the grain
size that best suits the purpose or you can mix
them creating specifi c grain-size
distribution curves to achieve the best technical
and aesthetic results.

Rosa Corallo MK 000
(0,0 - 0,7 mm)

Rosa Corallo MK 00
(0,7 - 1,2 mm)

Rosa Corallo MK 0
(1,2 - 1,8 mm)



Rosa Corallo N. 1
(1 - 3 mm)

Rosa Corallo N. 3
(6 - 9 mm)

Rosa Corallo N. 5
(12 - 16 mm)

Rosa Corallo N. 2
(3 - 6 mm)

Rosa Corallo N. 4
(9 - 12 mm)

Rosa Corallo N. 6
(16 - 21 mm)

The following sizes are available
for some materials:

N. 7 (21 - 27 mm)
N. 710

 (27 - 40 mm)
N. 8 (40 - 50 mm)
F.V. (50 ~ 80 mm)
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Calcium
Carbonate

high PuritY ANd high whiteNess
cAlciuM cArboNAte

Our calcium carbonate is made exclusively by selecting
and processing bianco carrara stones, one of finest raw
materials for obtaining high purity and high whiteness carbonate.
We were Italy’s first company to install a sophisticated
optoelectronic system, which, thanks to high-speed video
cameras and an air nozzle diverting barrier,
sorts the material before conveying it to the grinding
process, thereby eliminating any impurity
almost completely.

The careful selection of raw materials and highly
automated cutting-edge processes ensure
unrivalled reliability and whiteness.

MicroNized MAteriAls
The micronization process makes use of a vertical
roller mill followed by a high-efficiency dynamic classifier.
An automated monitoring system controls the entire
system based on the data provided in real-time
by an online particle size analyzer
to ensure maximum consistency.
The following products are always in stock:
bianco carrara AF5 (30 microns d98 - 5 microns d50)
bianco carrara AF10 (50 microns d98 - 10 microns d50)
bianco carrara tr100 (100 microns d98 - 25 microns d50)
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MicroNized MAteriAls with recoMPosed
grAiN-size distributioN curVe
We use a system we have designed to create calcium carbonate with
an optimised grain-size distribution curve to reduce interparticle space.
When it comes to polymeric compounds, these new products allow
for a considerable reduction of polymers, whereas with regards to cement 
compounds, they reduce the water/cement ratio.

MicrogrAiNs
These products go through primary grinding mills and secondary
hammer mills to obtain the polyhedral shape of the grains.
A Parsum granulometer and a branscan quality control
system ensure sieving consistency.
As for Bianco Carrara, in addition to traditional grain sizes,
we produce the following:
bianco carrara 0-150 (0.0 - 0.15 mm)
bianco carrara 100-400 (0.1 - 0.4 mm)
bianco carrara 400-700 (0.4 - 0.7 mm)

Our products are mainly used as noble mineral fillers,
where whiteness and colour consistency are essential features.

Below are a few examples of sectors in which our products
have been used for years:
- resin or cement agglomerates
- polymeric compounds
- adhesives/mastics
- paints and varnishes

Head over to the Applications section for more details.



This innovative service we provide 
allows us to blend any material
and grain size and package them
in big bags or 25 or 10 kg plastic bags.

The benefits are many: easier 
transport, quicker mixing and use,
and continuous repeatability.

Here is a selection of the blend
most in demand, but you can
choose any composition
you like.
Your imagination and creativity
is the limit.

Mixtures

FERMIX 01

FERMIX 04

FERMIX 07

FERMIX 05

FERMIX 08

FERMIX 02 FERMIX 03

FERMIX 06



All our materials can be collected 
loose, in normal and open-top 
containers, or, when it comes
to powders, in silos and tanks.
The two automatic packaging lines
in 25 and 10 kg plastic bags
meet the growing demand for easy 
material handling in compliance
with the provisions of law concerning
manual load handling.

The use of two packaging lines 
allows us to process each order
in a quick and timely manner.
All pallets are wrapped in shrink wrap 
and covered with a waterproof top.
This way, the material is always 
protected during handling,
transport, and storage.

The packaging line in 1500 Kg
big bags allows different materials
or grain sizes to be combined
in the same load allowing
for easier and affordable storage
of the purchased products.
Big Bags can be loaded with
or without a support platform, 
according to your needs.

Packaging

big bags
1500 kg - 110x110x120(h) cm

25 kg Plastic bags
60 bags - 1500 kg - 100x100x130(h) cm



Applications
AggloceMeNt - AggloresiN
This is recomposed stone made by skilfully blending
marble chips and powder with a “binding agent”,
such as cement or resin. This mixture can be used to make
blocks that are then cut and processed, or tiles and other artefacts.
The chance they give to create custom materials and produce
high volumes, their colour homogeneity and sustainability
make agglomerates key products for today’s and tomorrow’s
construction industry.

decorAtiVe tiles ANd ArteFActs
With their centuries-old tradition, these tiles challenge time
with elegance and taste. Historic Italian companies have led
these artefacts to undisputed international success.

VeNetiAN terrAzzo ANd MosAic Floors
The origin of mosaics dates back to ancient times.
They mainly developed in Venice, where rules for their creation
were set in writing already in 1586.
The raw materials used (marble chips and powders
and other stone materials) find their highest expression
on these floors, which craftsmen have turned into unique works
of art with their experience and creativity.

PreFAbricAted structures ANd urbAN FurNiture
Our materials are also used in the prefabrication industry
to provide the reinforced concrete structure with a noble “skin”.
The var ious processes designed and developed by these companies
cover any finish requirement, from acid-washed to polished,
from sandblasted to bush hammered.
Moreover, marble chips allow combining the functionality
of prefabricated structures with fine, long-lasting aesthetics.

colours ANd MArMoriNo PlAster
For iNdoor ANd outdoor use
White and coloured powders and micrograins
are essential in this field of use.
Pigmentation with coloured marble powder ensures
elegant finishes and high resistance to weather agents.

AdhesiVes ANd MAstics
Micronized calcium carbonate and marble powder
are the primary bases of many adhesives and mastics.
Used in the right proportions, they ensure excellent seal
between joints and allow for greater thickness reducing
shrinkage and cracks.

PlAstics
In this sector, micronized calcium carbonate
has always been widely used to improve the features
and performance of polymeric materials.
Our special high whiteness calcium carbonate
has an optimised grain-size distribution curve to reduce
interparticle space. This allows us to create products
using much fewer polymers.



gArdeNs ANd zeN gArdeNs
Aesthetics and functionality (mulching) come together to make
our chips indispensable in the garden. Our wide range of materials
and grain sizes allow garden landscapers to highlight
and emphasise their creations.

Agriculture
Our products have been used in agriculture
for years as acidity regulators,
pollutant absorbers, and fertiliser fillers.

other Fields oF APPlicAtioN oF our MAteriAls
Glass, ceramics, toothpaste, cosmetics, house cleaning products, 
sandblasting, floral decorations.
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Technology
For us at Ferrari Granulati, believing in quality means working with commitment and passion
investing continuously in human resources, machinery, and technology.
We strive to create the foundations day by day to provide products and services that meet today’s
and tomorrow’s new and challenging market requirements.
This is our commitment to you, and your appreciation is by far the best reward.

Here are some of the latest technologies used in our production plants:

- optoelectronic sorting system
- online particle size analyzer for micronized materials
- micronization with vertical roller mill
- online particle size analyzer for micrograins
- micrograin optical control system

If you find these technologies interesting, why not come and see them
at work in our plant? We are confident that the exchange of information
between manufacturers and users of a product is the best way
to achieve excellent results.
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ce MArKiNg
eN12620:2002/A1:2008 system 2+

In 2004, we obtained the EC Certificate of Factory 
Production Control with system 2+ from
the international certifying body, DNV.

The CE marking in compliance with
EN 12620:2002/A1:2008, system 2+
(with an audit by the certifying body)
is mandatory for prefabricated structures.

Quality





White and coloured
marble chips and powderFerrari Granulati Marmi sas

Via Catena, 7
37023 Grezzana (VR) - Italy

Tel. +39 045 8650500
Fax +39 045 8650130

info@fergra.it
www.fergra.it
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